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What is a
smart city?

A smart city uses digital and telecommunication technologies to make traditional networks 
and services more efficient for the benefit of its inhabitants and business.

Outdoor digital signs
in smart city concept?

Outdoor digital signs represents the backbone of the digital city. The main function of digital 
signs is to improve information access to citizens and tourists on one side, and municipality 
stakeholders on the other.

Innovative outdoor LCD kiosk solutions are based on any combination of interactive signage, 
that can be equipped numerous add-ons.
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Smart city digital signs 
can:

- Generate revenues with sales of services,

- Generate revenues with sales of advertising,

- Share informative and entertaining contents,

- Educate about public issues,

- Collect environmental data,

- Act as emergency point with its displays,

- Serve as lifesaving point with integrated health equipment,

- Count a number of passers-by



Meet imotion smart city 
solutions:
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Based on more than 15 years of experiences, we designed four standard smart city solutions. All 
designs can be fully customized, with custom designed enclosure and with numerous add-ons.

imotion CHARGE imotion BOOTHimotion URBAN imotion SHELTER



imotion URBAN

Smart city pillar is a complete solution, which will enrich passers daily routine, establish two-way 
communication and add value to saturated city display landscapes.
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Environmental Sensors

Security Camera

Microphone

Hot Air Outlet

Speakers

SOS and AED button

Hand Sanitizer

Charging Station

AED

LCD Touch Screen

Wireless mobile chargers

Making your city fully accessible to pedestrians, 
commuters & tourists.

Quickly identifies routes, destinations & promotes 
places of interest.

Provides passers-by with essential safety tools, such 
as AED, SOS button and surveillance camera.

Secured investment with proven imotion FLOW 
thermal management technology.
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imotion URBAN

It’s really more than just a digital sign, its:

With integrated AED compartment, SOS 
button and surveillance camera, provide 
passers-by with essential  safety tools.

CITY SAFETY POINT

AWARE OF THE ENVIRONMENT

INTELLIGENT DEVICE

MODULAR SOLUTION

It collects environmental data, such as, 
Air Pressure, Dust Particles, NO2, SO2, 
CO, Humidity and Air Temperature.

Integrated Wi-Fi and interactive display 
enables effective, relevant and   non-in-
trusive real-time information in public 

We are aware that not all functionalities 
are relevant for all locations. Hence, we 
developed imotion Urban as completely 



imotion CHARGE

imotion Charge helps cities to viably scale charging infrastructure and accelerate EV adoption. 
Aesthetic electric car charging totem with integrated 46” advertising display, two e-charging 
modules, LED illuminated lights on the top and various add-ons possibilities.

Create revenue through ads.TWO UHB 46” DOOH PANNELS

INTERACTIVE 46” SCREEN

WI-FI CONNECTIVITY

WIRELESS MOBILE CHARGERS

LED ILLUMINATION

2 YEARS OF WARRANTY

Establish Two-Way communication with 
your customers.

Expand public Wi-FI access.

Charge your phone.

It signals if the unit is occupied.

Sleep well and be safe with your invest-
ment.
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imotion BOOTH

imotion Telephone Booth is a convenient way to introduce smart city kiosk possibilities to governments. 
With the possibility of printer, Wi-Fi hotspot, wireless chargers and may other add-ons, imotion Phone 
Booth it’s much more than a simple pay phone.

Create revenue through ads.UHB 75” DOOH PANNEL

INTERACTIVE 18.5” SCREEN

WI-FI CONNECTIVITY

WIRELESS & USB MOBILE CHARGERS

DIGITAL PAYPHONE

2 YEARS OF WARRANTY

Establish Two-Way communication with 
your customers.

Expand public Wi-FI access.

Charge your phone.

24/7 access to a phone line

Sleep well and be safe with your invest-
ment.
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imotion Intelligent Digital 
Signs

All imotion digital signs come with technical management software named Controlmotion. It is is a free webased 
software which reports real time “health status” of imotion digital signs. This makes maintenance and support 
of the unit much easier and enables highest level of Infinitus product support.

Controlmotion

Display Settings
This page enables you to adjust the brightness, contrast and other settings of imotion’s display.

Turn display:

Turn off the display each day:

Disable automatic source search:

Display brightness:

Display contrast:

Backlight level:

GAMMA value:

Red color balance:

Green color balance:

      ON             OFF

      From:   05    :    30    To:   05    :    30    

Home

Front Rear

Display Operating Parameters Logs & Alerts Subscription Management User Management Network Configuration

Easier maintenance 
and support of the unit

Intelligent 
diagnostic 
system

imotion 
unit

Automatic alert 
/ remote tech.
access

Less time spent 
at the location

Lower after-purchase 
activities and cost

Why choose inteligent 
digital signs?

Here’s how 
it works:
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We are Infinitus. 
Superb quality, high reliability, 
infinite possibilities.

COMPANY

Infinitus d.o.o.
VAT ID: SI94247170

LOCATION

Prevale 7, 1236 Trzin
Slovenia, Europe

BUSINESS HOURS

Mon – Fri: 9:00 am – 5:00 pm;
(Ljubljana GMT + 1)

GENERAL INFO

+ 386 1 5128052 
info@infinitus-outdoor.com

SALES DEPARTMENT

+ 386 1 5128052 
sales@infinitus-outdoor.com

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

+ 386 1 5128053
support@infinitus-outdoor.com

Get in Touch
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